LEGEND

1. HUNTER ROTOR (PGP-00-PRB/I-20-00-PRB), NOZZLE AND CAP PER PLAN
2. PVC SCH. 80 THREADED RISER
3. FINISHED GRADE
4. ADJACENT LANDSCAPE
5. LATERAL PIPE PER PLAN
6. LATERAL FITTING PER PLAN
7. PREMANUFACTURED SWING ARM (HUNTER HSJ OR PER PLAN)
8. HUNTER STAKING KIT
9. 1/2" (13MM) Ø REBAR

REFER TO PLAN

MIN. 12" [30CM] U.N.O.

MIN. 18" [45CM] U.N.O.

ROTOR RISER (PGP-00-PRB/I-20-00-PRB) AT GRADE WITH SUB-GRADE LATERAL AND RIGID SWING ARM (HSJ)